Monday Memo – April 22, 2019

Boston Marathon

- Congratulations to Kristina Gracey, who finished last week’s Boston Marathon in 3:13:31!

- The UMass Sports Medicine team provided care to runners in course tents and in all finish line clinical areas for marathon on April 17. The team included attending physicians, psychologists, sports medicine fellows, residents and students (below):

1st row  Amanda Doodlesack, Jessica Andrade, Lucinda Chu, Leanne Ondreika, James Broadhurst

2nd row  Caitlin Waters, Anthony Tran, Corinne Stratton, Jill Tirabassi, Tina Runyan, Sam Lauffer, Lisetta Shah, Joy Rosenblatt, Aimee Kobjack

3rd row  Kiran Muller, Stephanie Clegg, Lindsay Walsh, Richa Chhaya, Chad Beattie, Pierre Rouzier
**TDD 5K Run**

- At the March 31 TDD 5K run to benefit the UMass memorial NICU, the “Family Docs Rock” team, including Sara Shields, Stacy and Madison Potts, Liz Erban, Kristina and Daniel Gracey, Anna Zheng, Liam Burke made a very credible showing. In addition, Jay Broadhurst was running with Kelley House.

  Kristina Gracey was the top-finishing woman in the event.

**Publications**


  The book includes fourteen contributions exploring numerous issues in women's health care from the perspectives of physicians, nurses, and bioethicists, built from case studies of women health practitioners, patients, and research participant, and tackles new and under-explored topics, including Indigenous women's health, sex work, HIV, and mental health disorders. If you would like to order the book, contact Sara, Laura or Lucy for a discount code they can share.

- Debi Lang, a faculty based at Commonwealth Medicine, co-authored a *Review of Programs to Combat Elder Mistreatment: Focus on Hospitals and Level of Resources Needed*, in the Journal of the American Geriatrics Society. The article stems from the work of the National Collaboratory to Address Elder Mistreatment, which has designed a prototype model for emergency departments to identify and screen older adults for elder mistreatment.

**Recognition**

- Congratulations to Phil Bolduc, who was awarded the 2019 Community Clinician of the Year award by the Worcester District Medical Society at their April 10 meeting.